Let us for this moment erase every preconceived
notion you have of vermouth. Let us start fresh, as
vermouth is meant to be consumed. Vermouth is an
aromatized fortified wine, flavored with various
botanicals (roots, barks, flowers, seeds, herbs, and
spices) and sometimes colored. Traditionally used
for medicinal purposes, modern versions became
popular in 18th century Turin, Italy as an aperitif,
while late 19th century bartenders utilized it as a key
ingredient in cocktails. We couldn’t be more excited
to bring you these three modern, woman-made
vermouth expressions from a ‘kick-butt’ producer out
of Seattle, WA, Brovo Spirits.
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Brovo is experimental. Brovo is different. As one of the
first small American distilleries to focus on modifiers,
they’ve become known for their vermouth, amaro, and
liqueurs. They make all-natural products, from grown-inthe-ground ingredients, with recipes created by
bartenders. They set out to create vermouth that
highlights the quality of the wine base; each vermouth
is made from a single grape varietal grown on the
Wahluke Slope in Washington. Brovo also wanted to
change the process, producing the wine base
themselves. Working in parallel with both the wine and
spirit bases, the flavor attaches to both and increases
the product’s longevity. It is 19.9% ABV-just under 40
proof. These vermouths will turn your favorite cocktail
recipe upside down. We highly recommend trying them
neat, on the rocks or with a splash of soda for a low
ABV cocktail that you’ll be pouring for your friends all
summer long. We’ve also included a few cocktail
suggestions to try your hand at mixing.
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Bottle

Grape(s)

Place

Vinification

Botanicals

Sauvignon
Blanc

Wahluke
Slope, WA

more than 20
herbs and spices,
cooked in three
parts; cane simple
syrup 1.5% sugar,
no filtering or
fining; rests three
months in tank

basil, lemon,
hyssop, pao
d’oro bark,
marigold

Pinot Noir

rose and
lavender;
cooked in four parts,
orange and
agave nectar 8%
Wahluke
lemon;
sugar, no fining or
coriander,
Slope, WA
filtering; rests three
clove, tarragon
months in tank
and basil;
summer savory

Brovo ‘Witty’
Dry Vermouth

Brovo ‘Pink’
Rose Vermouth

Brovo ‘Jammy’
Sweet
Vermouth
Merlot

Wahluke
Slope, WA

infused for three
months, agave
nectar syrup 10%
sugar, no fining or
filtering; rests three
months in tank

2021.

cherry,
orange, cacao
nib, coffee
bean, hibiscus,
ginger

Color

Finish

Cocktails

dry

signature
martini, ripple,
el presidente

pink

sweet

rose spritz,
vermouth and
lemonade, pink
margarita

red/brown

sweet/dry

manhattan,
kalimotxo, bronx

yellow

